CENTRALIZE, STANDARDIZE, CONTROL AND MONITOR YOUR
CONTENT ON ANY SCALE

EpiloguePublisher
Accelerate production and delivery of Electronic Performance Support
with a complete publishing workflow for documentation management,
team collaboration and system administration.
 Web-based engine for documentation workflow management
 Drives the quality assurance and
publishing processes
 Provides monitoring and control
over your content development,
standards, use and maintenance
 Not just for Epilogue created
content, but virtually any other
content you wish to manage for
Electronic Performance Support,
Application Management or other
purposes
Benefits …
• Enables best practices across the
enterprise – no more silo’d tools
and practices for software
documentation
• Reduced cost of on-going content
maintenance and sustainability
• Reduced administrative oversight

Your enterprise software documentation can
only add value if it is accurate, relevant and
easy to access. When you publish end user
support content, you need a simple and
efficient process that encourages peer review,
assures quality and speeds delivery.
When your end users hit a roadblock in the
middle of a transaction, they need specific help
and they need it quickly, because downtime
can affect accuracy, productivity, cash flow and
customer relationships.

Integrated with Epilogue Author.
Epilogue Publisher is integrated with Epilogue
Author, so any edits or updates in Author
automatically flow through to all of the outputs
in Publisher, ensuring consistency as your
content evolves.

Publisher also enables the automatic
distribution and enforcement of documentation
standards to all content creators using Epilogue
Author. You many have 5, 10, 50 or 100
content creators but it will look like you only
have one, generating consistent and high
quality content.
With Epilogue Publisher, EPS content created
with Epilogue Author is automatically made
context-sensitive to the application and location
in that application to which it relates.
Add Epilogue Advisor and Electronic
Performance Support content is automatically
pushed to end users, notifying them that
specific help content exists for where they are
working in any Window or Web-based
application.

www.epiloguesystems.com
281.249.5405 ext. 2
Email: Info@epiloguesystems.com

Tracking documents through their lifecycle is
simple with Epilogue Publisher, which gives you
a single view of all documents’ status, as they
move from initial draft, editing, approval and
final publishing in the Publisher portal. Once
published, end users have instant access to
EPS content through Epilogue Advisor for realtime, in-application support.

Centralize and standardize.
Epilogue Publisher provides a single repository
that integrates content created in Epilogue
Author with content imported from external
sources in virtually any format. No need to
recreate already existing legacy content, simply
import and use the power of Publisher to add

Epilogue Publisher is the workhorse of the Epilogue software platform,
enabling a true enterprise ready way to manage your Electronic
Performance Support content and software documentation for any size
organization, project or team.

Electronic Performance Support.
www.vip-global.com
281.350.6862
Email: Info@vip-global.com

Performance Support content creation and
delivery to end users.

Automated workflow management.

key properties to imported content to enable
context-sensitivity and on-going management
and maintenance of all your training, support,
help and EPS content.

Powerful monitoring and administration.
Epilogue Publisher provides a comprehensive
view of your documentation effort. Dashboards
and reports track content creation, review and
approval status, end user utilization, reviewer
and end-user feedback, user management, and
test scores results (which can also be exported
to your LMS in a SCORM compliant fashion).
Armed with this insight, you can manage your
efforts on a scale never before possible. You
can also use the data to identify specific
groups, job roles or users for targeted training.
Lastly, maintaining software documentation and
EPS content can be a nightmare but with
Epilogue Publisher, the effort finally becomes
manageable.

With Epilogue Publisher, authors and approvers
can tightly control the flow of Electronic
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